HOST CITY VOLUNTEER GROUP DISCUSSION
Focus Group on 9th November 2017
Duration: 1hr 33mins
PARTICIPANTS: B1, M1, S1, J1, E1, D1

Moderator: Ok, well thank you so much everyone for coming. I have to say I’m quite
relieved that you all obviously managed to follow my directions reasonably
successfully. So that’s good... because this is actually the first one of these groups
that we’ve run. So you guys are here because you have all completed the survey
which we sent out recently so first of all thanks very much for doing that, we really
appreciate it. We’ve invited you along because you were all Host City Volunteers in
the 2014 Commonwealth Games and we are interested in really hearing more about
your experiences, your lives, and your kind of involvement in your communities since
the Games in 2014. So just a few kind of ground rules, because I don’t know if people
have been to a group like this before. It’s really about getting you all to talk rather than
me. We want to hear your opinions and we want to hear about your experiences. Just
jump into the conversation when you want to, you don’t have to raise your hand or
wait for me to call on you or anything. Just sort of talk whenever you would like to. And
there aren’t any right or wrong answers incase anyone is slightly concerned about that.
Its just entirely up to you to kind of talk about your experiences, and we would just
rather you be as honest as you can rather than you say what you think we want to
hear basically. So I thought perhaps if we just start by just going round and introducing
ourselves to the rest of the group. We just say our name and where we are from. So
I’m Moderator and I’m actually quite a long way from home cos I’m originally from
London. So perhaps you could go next B1.
B1: Well I’m Glasgow born and bred. Eh… B1 and basically, I left Glasgow in 1974
and spent 25 years living in Manchester and came back at the
millennium…because…erm well….in the fashion that everybody was kidding on
about…oh they’ll no let you back. Y’know…
<laughter>
Y’know that kind of thing. Came back to Glasgow and erm… retired in Glasgow and it
was shortly after I retired I took breast cancer and basically at that time I was family
orientated and doing a lot of things with the family and no really doing very much with
the community although quite willing to help anybody that came along and needed it.
And after I had treatment for breast cancer I took a bit of depression for a short period
of time and I decided that I would join a walking group and it was through joining the
Glasgow Life walking group that I was approached to be a Host City Volunteer and
that was how I ended up being a Host City Volunteer.
Moderator: Ok, thanks B1.

M1: (I’m) M1. I’m not originally from Glasgow but a’ve been living in Glasgow for I think
about 40 years now. Erm... I got involved in the Host City through … I do other
voluntary work where I live in the kind of Ballieston/Garnethill area. So it was on the
back of that, that we had been asked if we would be interested and I’ve kind of said I
might do the European Championships, but it doesn’t seem very well organized
so…I’m not sure. I need someone to tell me you turn up here at this time – you do this,
and you do that. That’s fine, I’ll do it. Don’t let me do things on my own time cos then
I’ll just get side-tracked. Still involved in volunteering but not with the – I believe – Host
City Volunteers are then involved in other things. I couldn’t take on anything else cause
I’ve got quite a few things that take up a lot of my time.
Moderator: Ok, thanks.
S1: My name is S1. I’m originally from West Africa, the Gambia. I’ve been in London
from 2003 then I moved to Glasgow in 2012. So 2014, I started to volunteering with
Macmillan Cancer Support then from there I went for the Commonwealth Games. After
the Commonwealth Games now, it’s like I volunteer everywhere. Government
Integration Centre, the dementia ward at the Queens Medical and I’m doing my HNC
working for the community. So I’m a little bit busy now but it’s good.
Moderator: Ok, thanks.
J1: My name is J1 and I’m born and bred in Glasgow. Erm, I originally applied for the
Volunteer just through the advert, y’know… the email, that kind of thing. And then I’m
erm thinking… will I or wont I? I’ve always done wee bits of volunteer work just
depending on what I was working in at the time. And I thought right, ok I’ll just apply.
Unknown to me, my sister had applied at the same time. Y’know you get the choices
of where you wanted to be and what you wanted to do. The two of us had picked
identical but we didn’t know each other had done it. And eh, she’s got all sorts of
languages and things like that. She got the airport greeting everybody and I was on
Buchanan Street saying ‘Hello!’’
<laughter>
Y’know! But I had the best time ever. Because the weather was fantastic and the place
was jumping y’know. Met so so many people, it was great. I didn’t even realize how
much of Glasgow I knew.
<D1 nods in agreement>
Until people came and I was like ‘I know that’. ‘I know that!’ It was the same with the
pubs and restaurants. It was absolutely brilliant. I loved every minute of it! It was great.
Moderator: Great thank you.
E1: I’m E1 and I’m Glasgow born and bred as well. Erm to do the Host City Volunteer…
I kind of wasn’t gonna do it. Erm and we got an opportunity through Girl Guiding to do
the team lead roles. And I was like no…this is not for me kind of thing. But I do Girl
Guiding and I’ve done it for 20 years and it was my boss said to me, why not. And I
was like, there was like no way I could do it. <he said> ‘Just apply’. And from there like

I’ve done it so…. In the Guides now, I’m like the Division Commissioner and things so
I’ve actually taken that a step further cos I was just a leader before…
M1: Sorry, just a leader?
<M1 laughs>
M1: There’s no such thing in Girl Guides! As a rainbow and a brownie leader - Skivvy
maybe!

E1: Y’know what I mean though.
<laughs>
…So I’ve actually got involved actually at like county level a lot more as well so erm
like I’ve taken a lot more on that way. But I also do the badminton now as well. So I’ve
done quite a lot in the first year because there were lots of opportunities so I kinda
went around all of them and went ‘what do I want to do?’ Then the badminton I kind of
stuck with.
Moderator: Okay.
D1: Well I’m D1, and I was born in Dumfries and came up to Glasgow when I was 14.
So I’m really a Glaswegian. Em…volunteering work… I really enjoyed the
Commonwealth Games…that was a great experience. But erm, since then I’ve taken
over volunteering as a welcoming volunteer at the Queen Elizabeth Hospital and that’s
very interesting. It’s helping people to find their way around the new complex. I’m also
interested in the fact that you’ve got involvement in dementia ….
<looks at S1>
… because we have just started up a dementia group in our area. And its just early
days yet but I’ve got involved in that. And I’m not in the Girl Guides but I’ve been in
the Boys Brigade for 30 years so that’s my experience.

Moderator: Okay, great. That’s so great to hear lots of different experiences coming
up. You might have noticed these kind of things that I’ve got in front of me. So we’re
going to be talking about each of these 3 things in turn, because we are interested in
how connected you feel. So we are going to start off by thinking about how connected
you feel to your local community, then moving on to how connected you feel to other
people… so whether that be friends, neighbour, just people kind of in the same street
as you, or family… and then lastly we are going to be thinking about Glasgow as well.
So, these are kind of visual reminders of what we are talking about.
<shows visual aids>
Okay so first off, if we start off thinking about local community, do you feel that you
kind of have strong connections to your local community?
D1: Yes <nods>

[10 mins]

B1: Well I would say…no. Because our local community might have different
organisations (church organisations and whatever) but there isnae actually a local
community within the 5, 6 or 7 blocks within the area. Y’know what I mean. When I
talk about ‘local community’...erm…when I lived in Manchester we lived in a cul-desac…and we managed to get all the neighbours out for Guy Fawkes, all the
neighbours out for whatever, and this is a particularly difficult thing to do in the
communities in Glasgow unless it’s a really tight knit community that do that regularly.
But you would never sort of get like a party for the Queen’s birthday type of thing,
y’know what I mean, to celebrate. Maybe because its Scotland, maybe because of the
independence situation. It might be a wee bit sort of a less…erm…impact…whereas
in England you would have sort of things like that. Maybe because I lived in England
for so long I feel there’s a different type of community back in Glasgow. The Glasgow
that I left isnae the Glasgow that I came back to. Because people have got to the stage
where they don’t involve their selves too much with their neighbours. If you drive a car,
you don’t see neighbours in the same fashion. That’s what I feel. And we have a
neighbour who we, know him, is Asian and comes from Huddersfield and he’s lived in
our street for 17 years. And I think I can say to you he spoke to my husband and myself
in the passing about probably half a dozen times. And I think that’s the kind of situation
in local communities everywhere. People are jumping into cars and unless you actually
know the person that lives next door to you on either side, you seem to be, y’know,
adrift. Somebody will say ‘oh you know the woman that lives down at number 22 or
whatever’, and you find that you get your sense of community develops from there.
And the only other way I would say you’ve got communities through attending
organisations or churches. Y’know. But it’s definitely no in the day-to-day living of
passing your neighbours. People that live in flats might have a better chance than
people who live in houses. Y’know because they have actually go past each other on
the stairwell.
M1: I think as well if people are out working during the day …you maybe don’t see
people…
B1: Exactly. That’s what I’m saying….people are busy….
J1: Y’know it depends as well on the time of the year because y’know spring/summer
everybody’s out in their gardens and everybody’s kinda going out and about. The
winter- because it’s really dark, you don’t see people as much.
<E1 nods>
E1: I would say that as well. Like I work in the town so obviously before I used to get
the bus into town. I would say I don’t see as many people now cause I drive into town
but when we were actually in the bus we had like what you would call ‘’the bus group’
and like we used to go out and all that cause it was the same people so you would get
on the bus and no matter how crowded it was it was like ‘come up the back, like we’ve
got the seats’. Y’know that way that we had our set seats in the back of the bus and
all that. It was like a community thing from people round about. But you don’t get that
when you’re driving. And I think its just the way things are…

J1: Aye, I can agree.
<Agreement from all>
B1: That’s what I’m trying to say. That kind of isolates the community. But the other
thing I find … see if I see a person is walking a dog and they’re passing you. Eventually
they’ll talk to you and they’ll get to know you if you say hello to the dog or whatever. I
find that dogwalkers, especially where we walk, we walk round the park through with
the walking group and we do it 3 times a week and what we find is that there is a
general community of people who have got to know each other because they have
actually taken the time to say hello.

Moderator: But do other people feel connected to their local community?

M1: I think it depends what you’re involved in. Like E1, I’ve been a Guider for 42 years
so we run a local Rainbow unit and then we run the Brownies straight after it so we’re
involved a lot of things with that. I’m a member of the community council so I get to
know what’s happening in the area and I actually go out and give people the
information. But I’m a volunteer in the credit union as well on a Saturday morning and
on the board, and it’s amazing the amount…see places like that…and they’re always
looking for volunteers…but you see everybody…and y’know you see people that
say…now I’m not from Glasgow, I’m from Lanarkshire, and someone came in one day
and said ‘You’re McCann aren’t you?’. She knew my mother when my mother was
younger and she says ‘you’re your mother’s double... I knew who you were.’’ And I’m
thinking I’m no like my mum.
<all laugh>
That is…you do…getting involved in things like that…

D1: Getting involved…that’s right…I mean for example I play tennis really and also in
the Boys Brigade like the Girl Guides and I’m involved in the church and you go round
a lot of local churches so I feel I know quite a lot of people. And eh, y’know Christian
Aid week for example I’ll go up and down the street and they’re always changing
houses in our street but y’know people welcome you in, actually right into their kitchen,
who have just moved in and they are so glad to be welcomed y’know back into the
area. So its involving yourself with organisations I think is the ….
<J1 interrupts>
J1: Part of my job erm… I’ve got tae be part of the local community on ma work.
Erm…and I’m really involved in the community in the area I work in, no so much the
area I live in. But I’m still involved in the area I live in because I work in funeral care
so I feel as though I’m always on duty. Y’know if somebody needs me for anything
y’know I get a phone call and away I go and do what I have to dae. But it’s a big part
of ma job being involved in the community cause I work for the cooperative funeral
care and they really do commit to the community a lot.
D1: Yes <nods in agreement>

J1: Y’know they give a lot back to the community. There’s lots of people that are nae
aware that there’s, y’know that we get funding as well. Y’know to spread about the
community. I’m organising now the…there’s the Knightswood and Anniesland Council
Christmas winter festivals coming up, so I’m supplying all the chocolate Santa’s for
the grotto. Y’know for that and I’ll take part …I’ll deliver all the stuff but I’ll stay behind
at the festival and I’ll help the kids with y’know, creativity, face painting or whatever it
is to be involved in it. And I do bingo in the care homes and things like that. Y’know
there’s lots and lots of stuff that we do. So like in the community, but the community
that I live in….If there’s people I know that need things like that I would pass it on to
the co-op in that area because that’s their catchment. And Knightswood is my
catchment. Y’know so you don’t want to go over the boundaries or anything you know.

B1: I think a lot of things happen by word of mouth in the community to be honest
because some people don’t take time to read notices. And you could advertise all you
like and they’ll turn round and say at the end of it …’oh I didnae know it was on,
y’know’. And you’ve got that argument in saying you didnae know it was on but the
posters are about that size. <makes hand signal of large square> You just didnae
bother reading it.

M1: I’m quite guilty of that, I’ve got to be honest. I just walk past it. I know where I’m
going and I don’t tend to look at things and so I am pretty guilty of that I must admit
but as you say ‘word of mouth’. My daughter lives in a tenement building and she
knows every single one of her neighbours because she kind of got to know them when
she moved in and she loves it and that’s what she’s saying… they are talking about
moving and she went – I dunno, if we are moving we won’t know anybody.
B1: Well this is the truth of it because if somebody moves from a flat to a house you’ve
got a neighbour on that side, a neighbour on that side, a neighbour across the street.
Y’know and that takes time. It takes time to build up a community. While I say I don’t
think there’s any community, our neighbours would at the drop of a hat come and help
anybody.
D1: Yeah!
B1: You know, I’m not saying that…they… they just don’t socialise in the way you
would want a community to socialise. I would think you could have a get-together on
a children’s day. You know. Like a wee road race or something like that. Local stuff. I
mean. Immediate local stuff. I don’t mean coming to Glasgow Green for a big event
that is obviously well advertised and people know, like the Christmas Santa runs and
things like that…that, that Glasgow actually does really well on. I myself took the Great
Scottish Run after I finished the Host City. And I did the Great Scottish Run handing
out the medals at the top...
[20 mins]

D1: Oh I thought you were actually in the run…
<All laugh>

B1: No no… listen, my running days are over…. My knees are kaput <laughing> But
no, basically what I found was that I mean that the amazing sight of 30,000 people
running towards you. And you are going ‘oh my goodness’…You know. But the thing
about it was what you found at it was the atmosphere in the city, you know, was really
good. And you would like to see that atmosphere getting sort of filtered down into local
communities…and making sure that when there is a function in a local community that
it is really well attended. You know.
E1: See nowadays with technology…kids don’t go out really. I mean don’t get me
wrong there are kids that go out in the street but like when I was young, you went out
on the street and you played and you got to know everyone. But nowadays…we’ve
got kids in the street, and you can go week to week and not see them. And I think it is
because it is so technology oriented now that they do a lot of stuff and they actually
do socialise but they socialise through games. Like d’ya know my nephews like would
used to be like ‘I socialise all the time’. And I’m like ‘who do you see?’ Oh no it’s
through whatever game that they play, you know. Whether it be Call Of Duty or
whatever it is. Like that they actually are a person in the game. And that’s how they
communicate with each other. It’s like with their own pals. But that’s how they
communicate. And you go, that’s it’s kinda lost that being out in the street and doing
stuff, I think as well. It’s just different…
Moderator: You all sound like you are reasonably connected to your local community.
Is that fair?
<All nod, everyone agrees>
D1: Makes sense!
E1: I would say so. I think it’s just that it’s changed from maybe like what the time was.
B1: No…I think it’s the type of connection now. You know, like you’re saying, you
know, before… <looks at E1>
Moderator: But what was it that you think helped you to feel like you could become
involved in your local community? And is there anything that you think, kind of stops
other people from becoming involved?
J1: I think it makes you feel better. You know…you know that you’ve given something.
M1: You’ve given something back.
B1: If you’ve got time! If you’ve got time and you kind of motivate yourself. You know!
Like you know, before I left Glasgow, what I used to do was, one – I volunteered with
the Wayside Club which was homeless folks in Midland Street. Erm…way back and
what we used to do, we used to bring men in on a Sunday night. We used to have a
church service and we used to have, would you believe it a cup of tea and a piece of
jam. And if you didnae have a cup…didnae have a piece of jam, you had a piece of
spam because somebody at the kings an’ that gi us a big tin of spam, a massive one
and we cut it up and gave them all sandwiches, sat them down with a cup of tea and
said ‘right Jimmy give us a song’…you know…and ‘right Barry, you give us your
song’…and at that particular time they homeless people actually felt as if they were
getting looked after on that particular night and that developed into getting clothes,
shoes, doctors, and showers and amenities to help them which they’ve got down there
now after all these years.

And erm, at that point, I used to go home and my mum used to create hell with me.
Because my mum used to say ‘What are you doing down there with these folks?’
because - and my mum was the kindest person but she had this attitude that you don’t
mix with these people because these people are in a way dirty. You know, or maybe
drunks. Or maybe people with problems and at 17, its just way above your head kind
of thing. You know. But see, I used to stand next to a guy in the middle of the church
service and I tell you lice used to run up and down his back…
D1: Oh my goodness.
B1: And I used to stand there and I used to say please god, don’t let them jump on
me. That’s what I used to say ‘please god don’t let them jump on me’ but you know
what that guy used to get up and sing to everybody and he was phenomenal. So he
was. He was absolutely phenomenal. And in that stage in my life, I realised that
everybody, no matter who they are, has got something to contribute to society. You
know.
Moderator: Yeah, and a couple of you said that you feel like what kind of inspired you
to get involved was this idea of giving something back so does anybody want to
comment on that…
S1: Its really rewarding. You don’t even realise it. Sometimes like, I go to the Queens
Medical and like you know Doreen…
<S1 looks to D1>
D1: Oh, yes.
S1: So I’m in the wards most of the time. Like sometimes it’s…it’s physically and
emotionally draining but the fact that you could make someone smile or someone just
talk to you… sometimes it makes your day. And the Commonwealth Games motivated
me to do more.
J1: The Commonwealth Games was, it was fab! I mean I had my doubts about it but
it was just absolutely fantastic. A couple of years ago I done the Easter Bunny for the
work and I put the big costume on. The shoes didnae fit me…I was trynna fill it up. So
one of the guys was taking us around all the homes and all the schools and I had a
basket with daffodils in it and small eggs. And I remember I was driving up to the
school and they’re all like ‘here’s the Easter Bunny coming, here’s the Easter Bunny
coming’…And I’m like I don’t believe this. And I’m going hi-five and all the primary
ones and my sister is a head teacher so we went in her school and she took me round
every single class from primary one to primary seven. And I’m like that ‘really?’ Primary
three, no more! I went round the whole school and then when I got to the big ones,
they’re saying ‘you’re no the Easter Bunny.’
<Everyone laughs>
But see when I was looking at care homes, you know, honestly my heart was just …
You know there’s lots of elderly people and some of them are just sitting in chairs with
no family or whatever. And it was just…it was really really sad but by the time I had
left I felt as though I had brightened their day up.
B1: Yes.

J1: And you know it meant a lot. And one…I remember in particular, it was just on
Great Western Road, and the lady says to me ‘I’ve got a wee lady in her room, could
you come up and see her.’ I says ‘absolutely’ so away we went up to her room. And
the lady was confined to bed and she had a telly in front of her but she had all her
videos as if she, you know had just changed her videos and what not. And I walked in
and she was like …you know…because obviously she could see I was Easter Bunny,
and I says ‘I just came to surprise you.’ I says ‘for Easter Sunday’. I left her a wee
daffodil and an egg and she says her son will be so proud the Easter Bunny came to
see her. And when I left I was thinking oh wow. I don’t know how many visitors the
lady gets or if it was just immediate family but it was obviously her next visitor was
going to be her son but then I had walked in. And it just felt great. And some of them
would actually sit with their bags and was trying to give me money for it and I’m going
‘no, no it’s for you- have a nice flower and an egg’. It was great.
Moderator: It is interesting that both of you said that you think that the Commonwealth
Games changed or made you want to become more involved in the community and
actually something that we identified in the survey and one of the reasons why we
have brought you together is that from what we can tell from the answers to the survey
your levels of connectedness to the community have changed since the Games, so
would people agree with that? Have we got that right?
B1: I think so because…
J1: Its always been there but I think it just added to it, you know…
B1: Uh-huh, yeah…
J1: …because the amount of people that, obviously I was in…I don’t know where the
rest of you’s were based or what you’s were doing but I mean I was on Buchanan
Street and it was like choc-a-bloc. I mean it was absolutely heaving. And the amount
of people that I spoke to from all over the world was phenomenal. All over the world.
M1: And as you say, you then find out that you know things about Glasgow that you
didn’t realise you knew.
J1: Exactly, I couldn’t believe it…
M1: Aye, my first shift was B1on Cross and I was like ‘really?!’
<J1, B1 & S1 laughs>
M1: My mother warned me about hanging about street corners and talking to strangers
and you’re actually telling me to go out and do that.
B1: I know, I know… <laughing>
E1: I think, were you not on my team? <asking M1> Or? I think you were. Cause were
you not the one that went along Gallowgate…
M1: No because we were actually at that first cross, cause I first crashed my car and
wrecked my car.
E1: Oh you’re joking, cause we are actually at that cross but we had to walk along to
like the Tron gate…

M1: No we were nae. We were told we had to stay in B1on. I was always not allowed
to go too far in case I upset anybody!
<laughter>
M1: No, it was a good experience and then we were on the Clyde walkway, we were
in the city centre and I said I’ll go anywhere but I’m not going to central station because
folk will be getting off the train and going to my work and I’m no standing there with
my bright green raincoat on.
[30 mins]
J1: I was on Gordon Street you know. Buchanan Street/Gordon Street so I was quite
central for the whole she-bang and it was just…it was funny because the guy I was
partnered up with and I obviously didnae know until you go to the meeting to see who
you team up with is and I’m like ‘seriously?!’. I had known him for years! And I was
like ‘you’re no spending all night with me!’ But I knew him really well, do you know
what I mean so that kinda helped tae.
D1: I think the fact that people in the past when you were ready to retire, people only
had a shorter time and maybe pass on after about 7 years. Now people are living til
they’re 90 and 100 so you’ve got 20 years after you retire from work while you’re still
active and able to help the community. So I’m not saying you can disregard the
younger people but they’re at work. We’re retired. We might have grandchildren and
other involvements but there’s more time that this present generation can give to
volunteering than perhaps 30 years ago.
B1: What I found about my experience in the town…I was the team leader and I did
about 9 different shifts in 9 different areas. And what happened was one lady came,
she was 80 odd and she said it got her out of her armchair. And if you remember there
was a video team going around and they were taking videos and interviewing each
particular team. And they interviewed our team on Ingram Street where we were at
the time and this lady, as I said she was in her 80s, the last thing she said to the guy
who was doing the taping… she said ‘I been sitting in my armchairs for years’ she
says…’and now I’ve got up’ she says and...’by god I really enjoyed it’. She says this
has been wonderful. And then she said, and I’m going home to find myself a toy boy!
<All laughing>
B1 (continued): So there were statements coming into these videos and I was like
‘oh good lord!’ You know this is going to really show up our team as a bunch of
maddies kind of thing. Because they were all making mad statements you know. But
the nice thing, the really nice thing about the Commonwealth Games was the whole
city was integrated. There were people who were disabled who were actually given a
job and they might have had a carer with them or they might have been in a wheelchair
but they did a job and they did a job the same as any able-bodied person and I thought
that was absolutely phenomenal. Especially since you say <looks at J1> the weather
was great, they could get out. The only downpour was that Saturday…
D1: Yes. Aye, I remember that!
<Many mumble in agreement>
D1: My team deserted me early to go and get a cup of tea because they were all so
soaking wet and I’m standing there directing people to the hockey and

everything…pouring rain. And a police inspector came over, I think he felt sorry for
me. You know and chatted to me to encourage me to keep going. Aye, I remember
that day.
<S1 and J1 laugh>
B1: And another thing I found about the Commonwealth Games was, there was so
many people. You know, our own citizens excepted but there was so many people
dModeratorted in. You know bus drivers were dModeratorted in from all over the
country. Policemen were dModeratorted in from Dundee, Dunfermline, wherever. And
somebody would say to them ‘could you tell us where to get to…?’ and they just looked
at them. And you know, we used to say, look if you need help you ask a Host City
Volunteer! You don’t ask a policeman because they don’t know the city. You know and
99% of the time it was true.
M1: Right because they were all based in Baillieston in the school!
B1: Aye they couldnae direct you at all. An you know, the Queen came to the
swimming and they did a security path if you like. They came in from Carntyne station
and came into the back-end of the park and walked down and they totally missed a
whole area of Shettleston where at that point we had the most…the best Deli in the
city, you know, and nobody could even get into buy anything out the deli. As far as
business was concerned, the Commonwealth Games didnae help local communities
that way because they herded people in and herded them this way and that way and
never allowed them to explore in the sense that…
M1: I think they kinda had to because you see what could happen….
B1: Aye that was because of the amount of people but they could…
M1: The local community out that way has got something back from the
Commonwealth Games. When you look at the new builds and the area definitely has,
even just the big centre, which I keep forgetting the name of cause I’ve only been in it
twice…The big…
E1: Dens?
D1: Dens. Yes, Yes…
J1: Its amazing over there!
M1: Aye, you know all this is available. So I think there was something…
B1: Aye, aye…
<many people talking at same time>
S1: Was it not the local community who were with the stalls and putting on the food?...
M1: That was another one of my shifts. I was traumatised with. I lost two volunteers
that day and they just went for a wander and never told anybody.
B1: Really?
J1: Every single restaurant and pub in Glasgow was packed.
D1: Yes, yes that’s true.

B1: Aye, in the city centre!
Moderator: Well that’s interesting because you all seem to have had reasonably
positive experiences of the Games…
<B1 and J1 agree and say yes>
Moderator: … but in terms of how you feel it’s affected you since the Games, has it
had any impact? What do people think?
E1: I would say yeah because I wasn’t as confident before it, so although I did the
Guides and everything I wasn’t like a confident person of going out and doing stuff.
Where now I do a lot more because I’ve got that bit more confidence and in work I do
more as well and people say that, that I’m more confident than what I was but kinda
in the Games I went out and just had a good laugh and kinda like helped people but
like you kinda went out your way, do you know like out of your comfort zone? So now
you can use that in your day-to-day…
B1: I think what E1 is saying is a good point as well because you had a lot of people
who were disabled who didnae have the confidence to actually help people…and
when they found that they could do it they were actually blooming and shining in their
ability to…You know and... Don’t ask her, I’ll help you…You know and it was really
good to actually see them coming out of their shell.
<E1 agrees>
Moderator: Okay but thinking about you, your personal experience specifically do
people think it’s…
J1: I was thinking that…I’ve always - if somebody needed my help I would say no
bother. You know. I would always dae it. But then…and in my work I’ve always done
it. Working in the Commonwealth I was the only employee out of the whole of the
Glasgow Co-op that was a volunteer in the Commonwealth Games. I was totally taken
aback by that…like ‘what, naebody else?’. But I couldnae get away from work for it, I
had to do it at night time on ma own.
E1: That’s what I had done…
J1: I had to do it at night time…so at the time I was working in Dalmuir which is miles
outside…do you know what I mean? So I was having to travel a way into the city centre
every night to dae and ask permission to change out of my uniform into that uniform.
You know, to head in. It was hard work.
M1: See my work said,for every day you give, like if I did 3 days they would give me a
day and a half back as leave and this was because we had folk that were Clydesiders
and the amount of people who were doing, cause we are kinda based in Edinburgh
and Glasgow…
J1: My sister was a Clydesider….
M1: And that helps getting the…you know…they said right you do 5 days, I was taking
leave for it, we’ll give you 2 and a half days back. So that was quite good. And I didn’t
even have to go in. We have a policy where we can work from wherever is best for
you.

J1: I think it depended on as well my situation and the staffing levels and what I do.
Do you know what I mean?
M1: So obviously if something came up aye?
Moderator: M1, do you think that the Games has…has there been a change since
the Games or not really?
M1: For me personally, I wouldn’t say so because I have done all these things and
I’ve been doing them for a while but I think there was more sort of …there was more
of a spotlight on the fact that you could volunteer for things…and I know certainly I
spoke to our county commissioner AP (Name removed), aye, and S (Name removed)
who is our division commissioner…her and I run the Brownies and the Rainbows as
one group….and I says ‘now is the time, get on that website’…because people are
now looking, people wanted other ways to volunteer cause that was maybe like, I’m
not saying it was the first time they had done volunteering and giving them
support…and giving them the support …you’ve got to be able to support them as
well…
J1: It was encouraging.
Moderator: Do you think that’s right, that people who wanted to volunteer after the
Games have been given the support to be able to do that?
M1: Well I’ve heard nothing since the Games…
E1: I think that that first year it was really full on I would say…but I would say it has
kind of died down again. So like the first year I kept getting emails and it was like
people kept saying to me you’re getting so much though, you’re doing far too much
cause I was like going I want every opportunity and then I can decide what I’m going
to kinda of settle into. Cause I work full-time as well so it’s like there is only so much
you can do. But that first year it was just like everything and Glasgow Life were sending
out loads of stuff. And then, it has kind of calmed down where you now have to go
onto the website and look for stuff but you’re not getting as many sent through.
J1: I don’t have to dae that either because I build it myself in ma work so I’m doing my
own thing…do you know what I mean. But based on the Commonwealth Games, I
think it encouraged you to take it a step further.
E1: No but you know what I mean is that if you don’t have…like see I do the Guides
so obviously there’s a lot going on in the Guides. So like I’ve got quite an active life
that I don’t have the time to do a lot more but see if you didn’t have…so if you weren’t
doing anything beforehand and you thought do you know, now’s the time to do stuff, I
don’t think that…like I think you still have to go looking but for the first year it was
coming to you. But I think now you would still need to go and look for some of it…
[40 mins]
M1: I think the impetus has gone…
J1: I think that’s quite interesting because when I done the Christmas market last year
for the community centre I took my nephew along because he lacked confidence. I
mean he’s 19 and been lacking confidence and couldn’t really speak to people. Well
what I says is if I’m doing any events, come along with me. So I took him to the elderly
home and he helped with the bingo and then I says right come to the Christmas market

and I’ll introduce you. So I introduced him to everybody that works for Anniesland and
Knightswood Council and there was a table over to the side for Christmas card making
and all that. And one of the guys who had the kids, he took Luke under his wing and
he sat with him all afternoon. I was watching him out of the corner of my eye and he
really mixed. At that point the man that was taking that put him on to somebody within
Glasgow Life to take on other volunteer work. But if he hadn’t come with me, he
wouldn’t have done that himself. Because he kept going on ‘I don’t know what I’m
doing, I don’t know what I’m doing’….okay so I said to him you need to be hands on
then and build it from there. And he’s been doing volunteer work.
B1: Well I’m a volunteer walk leader, right…now basically when I started walking I
started walking purely just to bring myself out of the depression I was in at the time
after my cancer. And basically what happened there was you got people coming in
and chatting and mixing and we were talking about food recipes, how you like your
favourite soup, you know…how could you cook this and as you’re walking round…
what films did you watch, which telly did you watch. And general just bringing people
out of themselves. And that’s what we’ve sort of continued to do. I’ve been with them
now just over 5 years and in that 5 years I have actually seen people who have got
anxiety problems when they come in and lack confidence and they are zooming
ahead. You know getting theirself involved in whatever’s going on. You know we might
go and have a day out or a different walk somewhere else and take up any
opportunities that arise and just kind of use them. So I feel that when people get with
other people they actually bring each other on.
S1: Sometimes you can’t, you can’t...like if you’re with your friends you talk and you
socialise a lot but if you’re with another group of people it might take some time before
you can unwind and socialise as you should.
B1: And it takes time for them to learn to relax with each other, it’s no a case of oh
you know…right in their life…just get to know each other gradually. And the next thing
you know, there’s a warmth there.
Moderator: So that’s interesting cause that relates to this dimension about other
people so if we are kind of moving on to perhaps thinking about that, you’re saying
that volunteering helps you to feel connected to other people. Is that other people’s
experience as well?
J1: Definitely.
D1: Well I think I’m a bit like Jacqui. I think most of us were involved before, and the
Commonwealth Games was a great experience, but we are just carrying on wanting
maybe to do things for other people and meet other people. So, in a sense its not new
whereas I think you’re hoping <looks at Moderator> that the Commonwealth Games
could have attracted a lot more volunteers because you’re running lots of events in
the city but I think there’s a tremendous pool within the West of Scotland that if you
ran a big event again lots of people would come back like myself and everybody
around here…
J1: I’ve done two kind of smaller things…obviously I had a wee boy that had passed
away and his family support his memory fund so I kind of got involved with them to
help support that so they had a football tournament and they had got so many, like a
5-aside team and there were maybe 30, 59 teams or whatever. I said I’ll make all the

sandwiches so I made like 300 sandwiches…and one of them was egg mayonnaise
and I’m like that <makes exhausted facial expression>
E1: Wow!
<laughter>
J1: And yeah I’m like wow!
<laughs>
J1: It was just terrible but anyway. I got a colleague to get involved with me with that.
Because I’m like that…right I’m going to need a hand to take all this up…so he got
involved and he actually took part in the football team as well...so I gave half of the
bread to his wife and I had another half. So me and my husband delivered it and they
done their bit but then there was also a …just a wee community and its elderly ladies,
there was maybe about 18 of them…and I was speaking to one of them I met on the
street one day outside my work and I’m speaking away to her...and I’m like that ‘I can
give you some stuff for a Moderatorfle or whatever…’. Anyways she says we are
preparing for our Christmas dinner…think this was last year… and I’m like that…right
okay, so what do you do? The lady cooked the whole Christmas dinner for all 18 of
them, all on their own in the house. Well she didn’t plate it all, she prepared it all and
took it up, they had a wee kitchen…And I’m like that ‘I’ll tell you what I’m going to
do…don’t do a thing, don’t buy a thing’…I says…’I’m going to do it all for you this
year.’’ But next door to me is a coffee shop and I approached the girls next door and
says ‘how would you like to help me prepare a Christmas dinner for 18 people’…So
they said right, let’s do it! And so my other colleague, I says you’re helping, you’re the
dishwasher.
<everyone laughs>
J1: I says all you need is a Christmas jumper so we did, we actually put all this together
and we went away out and we bought all the stuff for the Christmas table and gave
the stuff to the lady and told her how to set up the table …and we done a whole 3
course meal for all these ladies and we put on entertainment because one of the girls
next door’s daughter sang in a choir so she went along… and they cooked the dinners,
the two girls who came with me…they prepared all the food…asked to take it all out
and stayed to take all the dishes back and it was fantastic…it was absolutely brilliant.
You know, but I said to them…I couldn’t do that every year for them. I says so I would
pick somebody else in the community you know to try and spread it round. But we still
give them stuff for their Moderatorfles. And then maybe next year we might go back to
them next year if it’s still up and running. But that was me getting, I got my husband
involved, I got my colleague involved, I got his wife involved, and I got the girls that
work next door to me in the shop involved in two different things. So that was like six
different people getting involved in something that they would have never had done.
M1: I think people don’t know how to get involved in volunteering and there’s a lot of
people who might want to give their time and there’s also…we’ve had a few folk who
say ‘oh I’d like to help but I’m not really into Brownies or I can’t add up so I don’t want
to really work in the credit union’, and we’re like, but there’s other things you can do.
And sometimes you have to be open to people who want to come in and not think ‘no,
no you’re not good enough’. Because I think in some places they are a bit like that,

whereas we are like we will take anybody. Because we really need to get the
volunteers and you’ll know yourself there are so many units…
J1: And once they are there and their confidence builds up…
M1: Yes that’s it!
D1: Yes, I agree with that.
B1: Sometimes it’s a matter of time…if the time suits people will be quite happy to
volunteer and get other people involved at a particular time. But then it’s like what you
were saying earlier when I came in about seeing if 7 o’clock suits everybody and you’re
trying to sort of get a time that you would actually get the maximum amount of support.
Sometimes that doesn’t work…you know because the nature of people, they’ve got
lives to lead and things to do.
M1: That’s it. That’s why a lot of people don’t want to volunteer.
D1: See, one thing I’ve observed about all of you tonight, is that you’re all natural
leaders.
M1: Aye, we talk a lot!
<everyone erupts in laughter>
M1: You’ve just insulted us!
D1: But you actually encourage other people to come in and help…and I think that’s
the thing, you have got to have leaders who attract other people and work and have
the energy and drive… And you know what its like at Girl Guides <looks at E1> …you
get younger girls and boys who are just about to become officers…you have to spend
quite a lot of time. If you get them along…most of them will not take the initiative to
organise the game. But if you say to them ‘will you do this game’? They’ll do it! They
know what to do, they just want somebody to push them!
[50 mins]
M1: Once you’ve done it for a wee while, we’ve got a girl who’s just got a Duke of
Edinburgh and she is an ex-Brownie who came back to help us and at first I had to
say ‘right, I want you to do this, I want you to do that…’ And now she comes to me
‘right M1 – see you for such and such…’ And now she’s starting to plan it all herself.
D1: Yes, exactly! You are so right!
<many talking at once>
M1: And my daughter was one of the leaders as well, my youngest daughter. My oldest
one has came in twice for 15 minutes and was like ‘I can’t deal with this’.
<B1 laughing>
S1: And I think the flexibility also helps cause knowing that it’s volunteering job, like if
you have that flexibility, it motivates you more. You want to come back, knowing that
okay there is no specific time like this and this…
J1: I think if it was like you need to be here for like 7 o’clock to 9 o’clock every Tuesday
you would be like ‘offft’ <sighs>

E1: That’s when you back off!
S1: But if the flexibility is there then you know, you will be there because it’s something
that you actually want to do
M1: Its actually do more if you’re given flexibility because you don’t feel this is worse
than a job. You know I often say in the credit union, I don’t get this grief in a job that I
get paid for.
<J1 & E1 laughing>
M1: And it’s like seriously don’t shout at me…
Moderator: But it’s interesting what D1 said about most of you seem to have been
doing volunteering before the Games…
M1: Yeah…
Moderator: …and now you are doing kind of similar amounts that you were doing
before the games. So that maybe hasn’t…the Games didn’t encourage you to do more
volunteering.
S1: We are doing way more…
<mumbling in agreement amongst group>
M1: I think it boosts your confidence.
B1: Aye. Like it gave us information…it gave you information like maybe say the
badminton is on next week or the next…22nd…at the leisure centre. Now there is a big
banner up there. There’s always banners when there’s events on at the leisure centre
and everybody that lives in the area goes ‘good god – can’t get my car parked, can’t
get moving, whatever’.
M1: Try living across the road fae a school. You just cannae get past…
B1: Well this is the situation. They built a carpark purely for the people who were going
to be going to see the swimming. You know. But it was like I said to you, you walk past
it, you see it…and you don’t think the least bit of it. You don’t even think that they need
volunteers because you think that the staff at the leisure centre are gonna do the whole
lot.
D1: Which leisure centre is this?
B1: It’s Tollcross…
D1: Oh Tollcross, right.
B1: They’ve like made it into an international…eh…its an international swimming pool
to begin with and they’ll sort it out for the badminton and it’s the world badminton
competitions.
E1: Emirates…
B1: Oh, is it the Emirates? Well they’ve advertised it on the Tollcross…
E1: Aye they’ve advertised it round. But they do…it’s actually held in the emirates.
B1: Sorry, well I’ve no read the signs (properly)… that just shows you…

M1: See you’re talking about other people!
<all laughter>
B1: Mind you I only saw the notice tonight I was driving past it and just saw the dates.
But usually when the banner’s up there it’s always in the leisure centre.
Moderator: S1, you said that you think that you are doing more volunteering since the
Games, so can you talk a little bit about that?
S1: I’m like…before the games I was doing Macmillan cancer support and was doing
the volunteering there and I always do the libraries, Like Elder Park, Cardonald and
Gorbals but after the Games being outside Glasgow, talking to everyone and anyone
that I could see…it gives me more confidence to do the outreach. Now I could go to
New Victoria Hospital and the Queens Hospital we have outreach so I could do that
as well. I think it gives me more confidence to be able to express myself even more.
M1: Did you do your studying before you started?...
S1: No, after the Games.
M1: So do you think it helped to give you the confidence to take that on as well?
S1: I was like going to college or wherever…like…doing a presentation that was like
‘aahhh’. It won’t work for me because I won’t be able to stand in front of a class and
start talking…but now, offt, I talk!
<everyone laughs>
B1: See the other thing is about the likes of Macmillan because after my treatment I
went to the Macmillan centres in the Easter House Library…and I got to know people
there. And I got to know that Cancer Scotland can look after you. And I think from that
point of view what that does, it actually helps you no to be…erm...what’s the word…in
a sense no to be patronising to people who are actually suffering. But trying to be a
wee bit supportive and letting them know that these things are available. Because a
lot of people do carry their problem inside their self…and they won’t share it or they
can’t find it easy to share so when it comes to meeting up with somebody who’s
already had that particular problem you know… it might sort of break the ice a wee bit
and let them with an informed choice decide which avenue to take. Whether they want
to go to Macmillan cancer or whether they want to go to Cancer Scotland or whatever.
If it’s a problem like that and I think that kind of situation sort of dominoes into
everything that’s voluntary in the city. If you’re volunteering for something and your
neighbour starts to chat to you about it they can say ‘oh, I’m interested’ you
know…’what time is it, I might go’…and the next thing you know it’s a domino effect
again…’Oh, I’ve got a wee friend’…and they take a wee friend, and the next thing you
know it’s actually getting wider and wider…because people are actually spreading the
word by mouth. And the other thing is I feel a lot of the problem for everybody is
actually taking the first step because there’s a whole load of shyness in people and
they are frightened to make that first move because they don’t know anybody but if
they know somebody they are liable to go along with them and in that way your
community kind of stretches out a wee bit.
Moderator: Just picking up on something E1 you said earlier that you felt like in the
year after the Games you were doing a lot more volunteering and now it’s kind of gone
back down to pre-Games level. Can you talk a little bit about why you think that is?

E1: Well I think just advertising wise…like it was advertised a lot more in the first
year…but so obviously if you were doing something and you could do that on a regular
basis so people would contact you. I think now there’s been a regular pulls in each
kind of area, so the things that I done like the ‘Beatson Walk’ and things, volunteering
with them and I think just once you’ve got that pull if you go on a regular basis then
they’ll kind of contact you. If you don’t they don’t contact like everyone that’s done it.
It’s just those that always go so…like badminton they always contact me because I’ve
always done that whereas other things they don’t always contact you now. But the
stuff I do I’m actually quite happy with cause I do the basketball as well so I like
basketball so I’ve got kind of a good way of actually going to see it so I volunteer before
it doing tickets and merchandising and then I’ll go and see the game. So it works out
quite well…that’s me getting something back from volunteering…but also doing a lot
of the other stuff like the badminton and that, you’re actually giving something back to
the community.
J1: I think the hardest part as well is doing everything outwith your normal working
hours…
B1: Aye, aye…
E1: I work 9-5 do you know what I mean? But with the volunteer Games, what I done
was work 9-5 and then I went up to GoMA and I done a shift until 11 o’clock…but I
done it because I enjoyed it. And they kept saying to me ‘Are you sure you don’t want
to take a night off?’ and I was like ‘No’… <laughs> ‘if I did I would nae still be here’…
J1: And it’s trying to encourage people to be a volunteer I think is hard because
everybody is kind of busy and no got time…you know…and I’m like ‘I think you should
maybe try it once’ …if you try it in the right area that you’ve got an interest in.
E1: But I think it’s priorities as well…cause a lot of people I know say ‘oh but I work 95 and I go in and I chill out in front of the telly because I’ve done that day’s work’
whereas other people are actually happy to go out after work. Do you know what I
mean? Do something else…
D1: You see I’ve noticed something with my…I’ve got 6 grandchildren but let’s
concentrate on my two younger ones. They’re at school and every day and every week
the teachers are involved in running things. It’s far more than when I was at school.
There was a few things organised but now there’s lots of things and I met the primary’s
7’s which my grandchildren are not in and they’d just gone away for a week in a hostel
and I think there’s some educational purpose behind it but I’m not sure.
M1: I can see the kind of twitching there…’oh a week’…
J1: Oh aye… <laughing >
<All laugh>
D1: So what I’m trying to say is those teachers must be… I wouldn’t say
exhausted…but they’ve done everything all day…they must just want time to relax.
[1.00.00]
M1: The amount of things you have to do before you can go there. The processes, the
risk assessment…half way through you think ‘is it worth it?’ But it is good, certainly as
a Brownie leader to take girls away that you see for an hour and a half every week or

maybe you’ll go and do something when you’ve got them for a weekend cause you
actually do...
E1: Actually a weekend’s okay! <laughs>
M1: A weekend is fine…as long as you can get the Monday off work. But it’s good
because you get to know the kids an awful lot better and I think that’s why the teachers
enjoy it.
D1: But BB camps you sometimes see young lads who are shy and not very active
…but by the end of a week they were, you know, mixing with everyone…it was very
good for them.
M1: Not so good for the leaders…
D1: No, you’re dying to get back home. <laughs>
M1: That was the only time in my life I was homesick when we did a Guide camp in
St. Andrews in the middle of a field. I’ve never been homesick…I was desperate to go
home.
J1: Was it the winter?
M1: No but it was when I wakened up and I was a leader at the time, I wasn’t even a
Guider. I actually opened the kind of flap in the tent and there was a sheep stuck its
head into the tent…
<everyone laughs>
M1: That was it…that’s when I went to Brownies. I gave up Guides. Can’t deal with
this!
D1: I had a cow sticking its head in and eating a basket of fruit beside my bed…
M1: Oh no!!
<laughing and talking between everyone>
Moderator: Sorry - we’ve talked about the first two aspects…I just want to make sure
we get on to the third aspect and we don’t run out of time. So thinking about kind of
connectedness to Glasgow, do people feel connected to Glasgow and do you think
that that’s changed at all since the Games?
B1: Well it’s certainly developed quite a lot more in the sense that you’ve got the
Emirates, you’ve got the Hub that they’ve got round the corner from it and the leisure
centre’s been made super-sonic, if you want to use that word, because they keep
refurbishing it to make sure each year its fit for international swimming. And my son
was just saying to me tonight that what are they going to do with Hampden because
Glasgow made a terrific job sorting Hampden out for the athletics. And my son and my
grandchildren’s came up from Yorkshire to see the athletics and he sent us a picture
and you would have swore they were actually sitting in the running field from where
they were because they had raised that track and all that development was exciting
for them all at the time. And well the legacy is that there is umpteen areas that have
got new flats coming up. There is building going on in Glasgow that might never have
went on if the Commonwealth Games was never here…they might have delayed it a
wee bit more.

J1: I think Glasgow has always been on the map. You know, everybody kind of really
likes Glasgow city centre. But I think the Commonwealth Games stepped it up a level.
E1: I was going to say … I think there’s a lot more things coming to Glasgow now as
well…do you know... like since the Commonwealth Games it’s like well…with
Badminton it was the Worlds came this year which I don’t think we’ve had, I can’t
remember how many years they said… but it’s been like a lot of years since its ever
come near Glasgow…do you know what I mean? So things like that that we’re seeing
because of the Commonwealth Games, people actually put it on the map again. You
know and as you say…
Moderator: Has it changed how you feel in terms of your feelings about Glasgow?
D1: Yes, I think that I always thought that Glasgow people were friendly but I really
found…that’s the thing that’s changed for me …I now have a tremendous respect of
people…not saying I didn’t respect them before…but they were so gregarious and
friendly and helpful…and although I was a team leader I was very grateful sometimes
that one or two other people in the group would say ‘do you not think we should do
this or do that?’ …so for me the Commonwealth Games,I developed an even greater
warmth for the people of Glasgow and more of a – what’s the word I’m looking for here
- I respected their abilities and their energy. And the Commonwealth Games was a
great advertisement for the city, it really was. But the people made it! And while I don’t
like the pink banner of you know, ‘People make Glasgow’…it’s true!
S1: The togetherness was amazing! You just belong…you feel like okay you’re part of
this and you want to make it a sort of *inaudible* (1:05)… it was really good.
D1: Yes!
M1: But I’m not sure that’s continued…
S1: No it didn’t.
M1: I don’t think….I think that it’s almost like, as you say, the Commonwealth Games
we had the year after, right that’s us done, Glasgow Life. To me…
E1: Well for Glasgow Life I would say, you’re not hearing as much through… but then
I think there’s a lot more, kind of you hear a lot more going on and I don’t know whether
it’s because you’ve done volunteering so you’re hearing through different channels
what’s going on in Glasgow…
M1: See I couldn’t tell you anything that’s going on in Glasgow now.
J1: I think regarding Glasgow, because the time of the year, maybe because it’s
building up to the festive season it will start to lighten up again.
B1: Lighten up again.
J1: Lighten up again I think…Because you get people I mean if I’m in town on a
Saturday or a Sunday on Queen Street Station going up the road the amount of people
that’s coming into the town from everywhere at the weekend.
B1: That’s right!
J1: It’s phenomenal.

D1: The council have done a good job in building a number of facilities, we mentioned
Emirates but there’s the Hydro for example that regularly gets used. I think it’s the
second most popular venue in the country.
<many agreeing>
B1: It was only in the paper last week…
J1: And the transport to get about Glasgow.
B1: No but was a group called ‘the wolf’ something but knowing my ….
D1: The Wolf twins?
<J1 laughs>
B1: Something wolf. Anyways I kind of glanced at it and I thought he’s got his wee
caption and do you know what his wee caption was? Don’t let Barrowlands
die…because all the gigs that they have for the musical venues, of all them Barrowlands…top notch! You know and they didn’t want it to die. And these people
are travelling over the world, no just England, everywhere this band was travelling
around. And that was actually good to hear because when there is a gig at
Barrowlands, there’s a big load of busses on the Gallowgate and there’s a massive
big queue of people trying to get in if you actually catch a gig starting because you can
drive into Gallowgate thinking ‘Good god its busy, what time of night is it?’ and then
think ‘Who’s on?’ you know?
D1: Do they still have dancing at the Barrowlands?
<laughter>
D1: I mean, I don’t know…
B1: Aye…Well what is was, it was an old dancehall, the Barrowlands…
D1: Yes.
B1: Now it’s a big musical venue…
Moderator: It’s interesting that M1 and S1 you both said that you think that the sense
of kind of connectedness to Glasgow that was apparent during the Games you think
has kind of died down since. So you don’t feel as connected…
M1: As a volunteer? Yes because…
S1: There have not been any events that they have contacted us to be a part of…
M1: Nothing.
S1: And we thought that like as long as we were part of the Commonwealth Games
we should at least be part of more …
<many people talking at once, inaudible>
E1: You don’t hear! Do you know what I mean? In that first year you were inundated
like it was almost a weekly thing…
M1: See I didn’t even get that because it was almost as if, if you didn’t turn up for one
thing because obviously I then had to do some work. So I couldn’t do….what was it –

the pipe band championships…I had to then make up the days I had missed in the
credit union volunteering in there….so I couldn’t do it…and it was almost as if, well
that’s it, they’re off the mailing list. And I think Glasgow Life missed a fantastic
opportunity because there’s a lot of things still to do.
E1: See I had to sign up for getting the volunteer stuff. But the first kind of couple of
years I got it. That was another thing that I done the first couple of years...
J1: But you were saying earlier that now if you’re wanting to find anything you have to
go and look for it, whereas before it just automatically came out on emails…
E1: Well I played in the pipe band so we got that in and I volunteered for 2 years but
then you just never got the invite back. You had to actually go in, they’ve got a site do
you know what I mean...So you can go in at any time and look. But sometimes you
don’t have the time and quite often I have to say I see it on facebook and go ‘oh right,
I’ve missed that one’. Because it’s like advertising it you know. But it was stuff that
came through that first couple of years…or the first year really it was…
M1: It’s almost as if ‘we’ll get the next lot through’. So it’s like they’re kind of not using
the volunteers that they trained.
E1: But I think as well though a lot of things I’ve volunteered with is what I find is say
the Santa Dash someone mentioned they’re with and in the first year I volunteered for
that and there was people saying ‘oh aye now the Commonwealth Games everything
is taken over, you know, we’ve done this for so many years and now all these newbies
are coming in and thinking they get to run the place’. And you go, oh really? And I
think it is, so I think people who have maybe volunteered for years kind of maybe
thought oh I’m getting a bit pushed out because you only have so many places as well
so they have to watch like the balance of, are people just doing it for the novelty or are
they actually going to stick at it as well.
[70 mins]
Moderator: I was going to ask about that, whether you think the organisers could have
done anything during or since the Games to make you feel more connected, in any of
these respects really?
B1: Well I think they could have had a reunion to be quite honest.
J1: There was something on over at the city chambers.
M1: They had!
B1: But it was very limited!
E1: The one in the...
B1: Concert hall…?
E1: The concert hall…the afternoon tea thing. But there was another one though after
that.
M1: …the one down in the square with the athletes who did the kind of team
parade…that was actually very good.
<several people talking at once - inaudible>

E1: The athletes’ parade…
J1: And that tea thing…
E1: …and the tea thing in the Royal Concert hall but then it was about a year after
something like this but on a bigger scale at the concert hall where we all went in and
it was all like ‘what did you think about the time that you had?’ and they’d a;; different
kinds of activities to do but…
M1: I never even knew about that.
E1: …but again it came out by email and it was like ‘would you be interested in taking
part?’ So similar kind of thing, a bit of a survey on it and ‘are you interested in taking
part’ in this and I just said yeah. It was during the day though so again a lot of people
might have said, oh I can’t go cause I’m working, where my work gave me a half day
to go up.
B1: The concert hall event was a Sunday; I remember it was a Sunday.
M1: I don’t remember hearing about it. I never seen an email so I feel that Glasgow
Life did kind of miss…because I think that you’ve got to pull the volunteers. I get what
you’re saying, some people do get quite annoyed. Whereas I’m like ‘oh yeah, I can
take a weekend off if somebody else comes in and does another shift’. Maybe I’m
being quite selfish there…but I just feel that once it was over they didn’t build on it,
they didn’t build on the success because the voluntary…you know everyone who was
in - and I’m talking about volunteers across the whole city not just the Host City. You
had Clydesiders, you had Glasgow City Council employees who were giving up their
time to drive buses to get people there. My daughter worked for the council, was
actually in the city chambers…they were doing quite a lot in their own time and then it
was just right that’s over and done with…and I feel like it was a resource that they’ve
not utilised since.
Moderator: Do other people agree with that?
J1: I didn’t ever really hear much myself afterwards.
D1: It’s difficult to criticise them too much because the Commonwealth Games was a
big focal point…
B1: …uh huh and quite successful at that.
D1: … the biggest thing I’ve seen as you mentioned all the new buildings and
improvements to a number of facilities around the city. That is the biggest bonus that
has come out of the Commonwealth Games. But I mean for example, I felt I was fully
committed and it wasn’t that they were again approaching me but after the
Commonwealth Games was on I just went back to the things I was doing before. And
I’m sure some of you are the same, I’ve got grandchildren to look after a lot with my
wife so I’m content with what I’m doing, but I still say there’s a tremendous pool of
people that if you ever needed them and you had something central like the
Commonwealth Games again they would come up to the surface. There’s a hidden
talent.
B1: People kind of wait til they’re asked.
D1: Yes!

B1: Rather than volunteer…and again they won’t say no if they’ve got the time.
Something could prevent them like their work, their commitments, their family or
whatever. But if they’re available, they’ll jump at the chance...
D1: Yes
B1: Because they want to be involved…they like to be involved.
J1: The opportunity there was, there were so many different shifts that you could do
over the week regarding on what you worked. So if you were a back shift and if you
really wanted to you could have done a morning shift. That kind of thing so…they could
accommodate you even if you worked part time.
B1: And they could shorten the shifts because some people…what happened with us,
we had 7 Host City Volunteers on our walking group. 3 of us were team leaders and
the rest were just regular folks. And it actually turned out that we were gifted with a
CD at the end of it. And the CD actually showed 3 people from our walking group with
little comments in the final CD. But what you were looking at is them being available
at the time and saying, I can’t do 8-2 but I can do 12-3, and somehow or other the
organisers managed to fit people into these little slots you know but some of us were
actually doing from 8 in the morning to 2 in the afternoon or 2 in the afternoon til 8 at
night. You know so it was long shifts…
J1: It was hard work!
D1: They were long shifts...
B1: The ones I did were the long shifts. You know because I was totally unaware that
you could actually say, look I can give you 3 or 4 hours at points where it probably
could have been nice.
J1: I used to leave the house at 6 o’clock in the morning to go to my work and I
wouldnae be finished until half 4 and I’d maybe go away 15 minutes early or something
and go and get changed and head straight into that til what half 10 at night so it’s a
long long day. Especially when you’re standing the whole time…it was hard work.
Moderator: So perhaps people don’t volunteer or haven’t volunteered subsequently
because there hasn’t been that flexibility on offer?
J1: Maybe, maybe.
M1: I just didn’t know there was anything <laughing>…We’ve not been contacted so…
E1: I suppose the badminton as well, that was another thing that came up after that in
the first year but they are quite flexible as well so like they normally have 3 shifts on
depending on what role you do there’s 3 shifts and they are flexible so like my shift I
think starts at 5 and I’ll do that to about 10 o’clock but because I work I go about half
5, 6 o’clock. So you know it’s just whenever you turn up that’s fine and they’re quite
happy with that. And it’s like if you can’t do all the shifts, if you’re a regular at it, then
they’re going that’s fine. If you can do 2, that’s great come along.
J1: It’s just encouraging people to dae it even just the once. That’s the biggest thing I
think, just encouraging them to just try it.
<agreement from all>

Moderator: Okay. What do you all think for you personally the most important impact
of the Host City Volunteer experience has been on you or your life? Perhaps we could
all just go round and just say.
J1: I think it’s just something that I can say ‘I did that, that’s me – I was part of that!’
M1: Being involved in something that was quite big and it was a success.
B1: I’ll tell you what impact it had on me…I live on the corner right, my garden’s high.
And what I did was there’s a tree at the bottom of my garden and I just go home and
says to my husband okay get the ladders out. And he went ‘what’. And I says get the
ladders out. And I come out with this lovely bunting. The bunting had every single flag
of every single nation that was involved in the Games, and I tied it to the tree and I let
it go right across my garden and had it at the side of my door. Everybody that went
past and went to the park, that went to Tollcross Leisure Park said they loved it. And
that was the thing that boosted everybody. They said ‘well people should have more
of them’… you know, and I says well get down the road and buy a set.
<laughter>
J1: At the end of the day you were in the uniform – it said on your jacket what you
were, it said on your hat what you were, your bag what you were…and when you’re
going home on the train or whatever, people are actually seeing what you’ve just
done…
M1: And asking!
J1: …and asking.
M1: And people that you’d never have spoken to…
J1: And people asking ‘how’s your experience?’ you know things like that so that was
really positive.
D1: I just feel my love of the city just increased enormously. I felt connected with the
city and that has remained with me since the Commonwealth Games. That’s
personally the biggest bonus out of it, feeling connected to the city.
J1: Everybody kept asking for my big hand and I was like ‘you’re not getting it, I need
that to point… it’s mine’…
<everybody laughs>
D1: You’re right! I mean I was asked all sorts of questions about where’s this and
where’s that…and I answered every one…but somebody wanted to know a pub
somewhere on Ingram Street when you mentioned it and I didn’t know it…the only
question I couldn’t answer the whole week. I enjoyed that, you know, mixing with
nationalities. And do you know, I was a team leader as well and got this wad of posters
to handout to people coming into Glasgow Green. They were flooding past us. Within
15 minutes I had to go running back to the counter to get more. ‘You’ve just been given
a bundle’ and I said ’I know – we’ve used them all already’! The sheer volume of
people….it was a great, great experience.
[80 mins]

B1: If you look at statistics there were saying that there was 300,000 people a day
coming into Glasgow to see any particular game.
D1: Glasgow ran it really well didn’t it. They did the city proud!
M1: And it was the cleanest it’s ever been!
<laughing>
D1: Yes, yes that’s true.
B1: A conversation that I heard from somebody was that they were travelling on the
train with this chap and his family and he said he had just introduced his daughter to
that university and he says he was so sorry he never looked at Glasgow for the
university because the city was tremendous and that was a visitor.
Moderator: Does anyone else want to say…sorry I’m just conscious of time…
<chatting about times of trains>
Moderator: Just quickly does anyone else want to say what the most important impact
was on their life? So B1 and D1 we’ve kind of heard from both of you, and possibly
from you J1. Anyone else want to say?
M1: Well you’ve got your course now <looking to S1>
S1: It was really good on my CV and the Sports Personality of the Year at the Hydro…
E1: Yeah that was brilliant wasn’t it…
<S1 giggling>
Jaqueline: I loved it!
E1: Aye cause that was so many people got invited to that as well.
Moderator: E1, what about you?
E1: Well as I said earlier the confidence, like of doing…not maybe doing a lot of extra
stuff but doing more work like in the volunteering that I was doing before and doing a
few more bits…
Moderator: Okay, great…M1 did you have anything to add or?
M1: Erm, I did enjoy it like everyone else but I do feel there wasn’t as much after it but
I am still involved in other areas of volunteering but I think having that uniform - people
didn’t know, the number of people from Glasgow who said ‘we never heard about this,
we didn’t know you could volunteer to do things like that’. And that’s why I’ve been
kind of saying to folk ‘well there’s a new thing coming up’ and they’re like ‘oh, too busy’.
Go out and do it! And I can walk further now because when we were doing that I got
a good pair of trainers and I was walking for miles and I didn’t realise. It was when you
got home and you sat down and you were like ‘ahh--oww’.
<everyone laughs>
Moderator: Okay, I’m just going to provide a brief summary of the important things
that I think have been said and if you think I have got any of it wrong, then just step in
and correct me. So I think most of you guys feel reasonably connected to your local

community but then you perhaps felt connected before the Games. Similarly with
volunteering, a lot of you have continued in the volunteering that you were doing before
the Games so there’s been quite a bit of continuity there. In terms of important factors
in connectedness to the local community, we talked quite a lot about membership of
groups as being important in that. In terms of volunteering a lot of you talked about it
being important to give something back. There was a sense in which you feel that
volunteering and people being willing to volunteer depends on them seeking out the
opportunities, and that perhaps Glasgow Life hasn’t been as forthcoming as they could
have been in making opportunities available since the games. Time was also
mentioned as quite a critical factor in terms of how much volunteering people do. And
also this idea about having the confidence to take the first step and a couple of you
have mentioned that the Games, you feel, gave you some of that confidence. So those
are some of the important things, does that sound like a reasonable summary?
<everyone nodding>
Moderator: Okay...
B1: Well see in terms of Glasgow Life and the opportunities that they have got…they
have got like ‘Good Move’ which offers football and different types of netball and
different things…and the thing about it is, it’s spreading. And again it’s spreading…if
people pop into libraries, their leaflets are there. A lot of people don’t use libraries so
it needs to come out into the community, that these things are available. And that
people of certain ages can use them, you know.
E1: I was gonna say though that Glasgow Life do have a lot of stuff going on, it’s just
the fact that you’ve got to on to their website and into the volunteer portal to actually
see the opportunities.
J1: And you’ve got to register yeah…
E1: Uh huh. Where at the beginning they were actually sending out emails saying we
are looking for volunteers or whatever….is anyone interested…so you could actually
reply back. So it kind of gave you a wee prompt of like ‘do I want to do that?’ rather
than having to go through…cause to be fair it is like that and a lot of it you’re not
wanting to do so it’s trying to go through that and pick it out. If you don’t have a lot of
time to do that, you’re maybe missing stuff that you would want to do.
Jaqueline: The thing with the age as well…cause my daughter missed out on it…
Moderator: Oh yes.
Jaqueline: I think she was a couple of months too young to take part which was
disappointing.
B1: What age was she by the way?
J1: Was it not 16?
D1: No, I had a 14 year old BB boy to look after and he was actually one of the best
members of my team. He worked really hard so I wasn’t aware of this.
Moderator: No I thought it was 16.
D1: Well he was presented to me and I was asked to look after him…

B1: Well I had to…
Moderator: Yeah sorry, if people need to leave then feel free to do so but if people
want to stay that is absolutely fine…if people want to say a couple more things they
can do but otherwise if people need to…
<J1 & M1 leave>
B1: I had a young boy on my team, Sam, and we called him little Sam because we
were kidding him on…he said he was 16 and we said no, no you’re only 13. You know
cause he was nearly as tall as me! You know cause I’m only 4ft 11’. So that’s the kind
of thing we had as well. In the same team we had another Sam and he came from
Nigeria and we said to him ‘What do you think about Glasgow?’ He says ‘Oh, I love
Glasgow, love Glasgow.’ I says ‘well what do you like about Glasgow Sam?’ He says
‘I like the fact that they’re not killing each other’.
<D1 & B1 laughs>
B1: You know, it was amazing how you got them all talking and getting into
discussions, even on the wee cup of tea breaks that they had. Because everyone was
given a sandwich and something to get through the day…
S1: GoMA or High Street? Where did you normally do your shift? Was it GoMA?
B1: I did most of it in GoMA. And we went down to St Enoch’s Square…and we had
a Chinese man at St Enoch’s Square and he had very, very limited English and one
of the team members looked after him and kind of directed him… which as I say I
thought it was really, really good that they involved every person that offered their
services. You know, you were never really rejected for when you came and offered
your voluntary services, you were accepted no matter what your difficulties were cause
there was always somebody who could have sort of guided you.
E1: There was a lot with difficulties’ as well…
D1: Do you know we had a man collapse actually…this was when we were in the
merchant city and I think he had a heart attack…but an ambulance was there in about
7 minutes. And 2 of the members in my team were immediately attending to him, you
know, while this was happening …you know it made quite an impression on you. It
was very efficient the whole thing.
B1: And then they had, if you remember, the Host City Police if you like…you know if
anybody had any difficulty you could call up your radio and the guys would go round
say ‘is everything okay in this corner?’ Then they’d go down the road to the see the
next team and see if everything’s okay there. I mean initially we were well looked after
and I think that was the thing that boosted a lot of people. The fact that, you know, you
had connections with the organisers. You didn’t feel isolated, you knew you had
somebody to turn to if you had a problem.
D1: Yes, yes…
E1: That was my first shift… cause I was at B1on Cross, that’s why I was asking about
M1 because she had the same. So we literally came out along the Gallowgate but
there was nothing actually on the road and they had actually closed that one down
because they didn’t realise there wasn’t going to be any tModeratorfic going that way.
So I had to put all my people out but it was half a mile apart so I walked them all along

and put them all out and that was fine and then I got a call to say are you okay. And
they were like ‘we don’t want you to stand ourself’. So I actually had to gather them
back up and phone in and say look they don’t want to stay out and they were like
‘alright you can come down, did you get your lunch?’ And we were like ‘well no, cause
they didn’t have it ready’…and they were like we can meet yous halfway. We’ll come
and bring your stuff. I think it was B1 from Glasgow Life actually said ‘I didn’t think you
were going to come back after that, I thought that would have put you off’. And I was
like ‘well no these things happen, its fine’. But all my team came back and actually we
just made a good night even though I wasn’t anywhere near to see. But between us
there was 6 of them and me…we just had a great night…
[90 mins]
B1: You know there was one thing that summed the whole thing up…I don’t know if
you actually saw the Host City CD but there was one lady in it and she actually said ‘I
don’t know what I’m going to do when it’s finished’. You know, cause she had such a
good time. You know, but I know what she does now, she works in the food bank. I
don’t know if she volunteered before it or if she did it after, but I have seen her in this
particular food bank, and I knew her instantly. She wasn’t on my team but I knew who
she was because of seeing her on the CD. Basically it was just people commenting
on their experience in the Games. You know and how they were reacting to it and
things like that.
Moderator: I think we’d better wrap up fairly soon because I think they are going to
be coming to collect the tea and coffee. But thank you so much guys, it’s been really
interesting to hear about your experiences. And actually it’s really nice to hear you all
reminiscing about the Games.
D1: Oh well, thank you.
B1: I think everyone is going to reminisce for a long time because even tonight when
I was coming up in the cab, the taxi driver said ‘Ohh, the Games were wonderful’…he
says, ‘there wasn’t one bit of crime in the whole city’. Which is unbelievable, but you
know it’s true and I will tell you why….there’s a lady that walks in our walking group
and her son’s a policeman and she says when she was talking about the Games I was
telling her that I had done it. And she says my son’s a sergeant and he said that never
once did the police get a 999 call for a crime….that’s unbelievable isn’t it in that period
of time.
But I think that everybody thinks they’ll never capture that atmosphere again, that’s
what they feel.
D1: We had 4 days of the hottest weather we’ve ever had in Glasgow!
B1: Yes! God was good to us!

End of recording.

